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Efﬁcient, large-scale, and cost-effective energy storage systems provide a means of managing the inherent intermittency of renewable energy sources and drastically increasing their
utilization. Compressed air energy storage (CAES) and its derivative architectures have
received much attention as a viable solution; however, optimization objectives for these
systems have not been thoroughly investigated in the literature. A hybrid thermal and compressed air energy storage (HT-CAES) system is investigated that mitigates the shortcomings of the otherwise attractive conventional CAES systems and its derivatives—
shortcomings such as strict geological locations, low energy densities, and the production
of greenhouse gas emissions. The HT-CAES system allows a portion of the available energy
to operate a compressor and the remainder to be converted and stored in the form of heat
through joule/resistive heating in a high-temperature, sensible, thermal energy storage
medium. Internally reversible and irreversible HT-CAES system assumptions were investigated, in addition to regenerative and non-regenerative design conﬁgurations. Several
system optimization criteria were examined—including maximum energy efﬁciency,
maximum exergy efﬁciency, maximum work output, and minimum entropy generation—
with a focus on whether the latter may lead to conclusive design guidelines in a real
system. It is shown that an HT-CAES system designed based on a minimum entropy generation objective may operate at a lower energy and exergy efﬁciency as well as lower output
power than otherwise achievable. Furthermore, optimization objective equivalence is
shown to be limited to certain design conditions. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4045931]
Keywords: minimum entropy generation, compressed air energy storage, hybrid energy
storage, CAES, energy storage, thermal energy storage, alternative energy sources,
energy conversion/systems, energy storage systems, energy systems analysis, heat energy
generation/storage/transfer, renewable energy

1 Introduction
Increased awareness of the detrimental environmental effects of
fossil fuel emissions and rising concern over global warming are
accelerating incentives to harness and integrate sustainable
sources of energy in our existing infrastructure. However, our
efforts to increase the integration of sustainable power are hindered
by the challenges associated with the intermittency of these sources
[1–6]. A logical solution is to incorporate large-scale energy storage
systems, which would serve to store the low-quality (ﬂuctuating)
power supply and provide high-quality (smooth) and dispatchable
power based on the demand [7–11].
Compared to chemical energy storage (batteries), mechanical
energy storage systems—such as compressed air energy storage
(CAES), pumped hydro storage (PHS), and ﬂywheels—are generally capable of more cycles, have steady efﬁciencies, and are
better suited for large-scale applications (with the exception of ﬂywheels). However, among the mechanical systems, PHS requires
speciﬁc geological locations and higher maintenance and capital
costs as compared with CAES systems, rendering CAES most suitable for renewable integration [12–15].
Three types of CAES systems have been extensively investigated
in the literature: diabatic (D-CAES), isothermal (I-CAES), and
advanced adiabatic (AA-CAES) [16–21]. In conventional CAES,
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which is diabatic, the exergy associated with compression heat is
not used, drastically hindering its performance. The only two existing CAES systems in the world are based on the diabatic method.
Furthermore, natural gas is used as an external heat source, providing up to 60% of the total output energy, contingent on the fuel conversion efﬁciency. Therefore, D-CAES is more properly classiﬁed
as a mutual power generation and energy storage system [22,23].
For these reasons, signiﬁcant efforts have been devoted toward
I-CAES and AA-CAES, which address the drawbacks of conventional CAES systems by avoiding the use of fossil fuels and enhancing compression performance.
Through high heat-transfer rates, I-CAES aims to isothermally
compress and expand the air. I-CAES is advantageous because it
minimizes compression work and eliminates the need for combustion emissions. However, its major drawback results from the
exceedingly high storage pressures necessary for adequate energy
densities [24–27]. Several methods have been proposed to
achieve isothermal compression conditions. Hydro-pneumatic
energy storage (HyPES) is one common type, where a liquid performs the air-compression process. Hydraulic oils are most commonly investigated in HyPES due to their high heat capacity and
stability at high pressures [28,29]. Recent works investigate the
spraying of water in a reciprocating piston to collect the generated
heat of compression while minimizing the rise in air temperature.
The warm water is then similarly used to minimize the drop-in air
temperature during the expansion. Research and development
efforts must be undertaken on such machinery that needs to tolerate
moisture [30]. In addition to water, the foam has been investigated
for enhanced heat transfer [31].
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the optimum design points, leading to an examination of
maximum energy efﬁciency, maximum exergy efﬁciency, and
minimum entropy generation.

2 HT-CAES Thermodynamic Cycle
Figure 1 represents the HT-CAES thermodynamic cycles that are
analyzed here. In the hybrid system, a portion of the available
energy is stored in the form of compressed air and the remainder
is converted directly to heat through Joule/resistive heating and is
stored in a thermal energy storage (TES) unit. The TES unit is an
inexpensive, solid-state, and sensible storage medium with high
speciﬁc heat. As such, the TES is capable of high operating temperatures, with a limit dictated by its material properties. An aluminabased refractory is capable of operating temperatures in excess of
∼1700 K, and resistive heating through Nichrome wires can
provide continuous operating temperatures of ∼1680 K [38]. The
high-temperature capability associated with resistive heating and
storage shifts the capacity of the system toward thermal storage,
which has the potential of drastically reducing the storage pressures
and volumes without a compromise in energy density.
The thermodynamic models assume an adiabatic and constant
pressure air storage, which can be either underwater air storage or
a cavern constructed in an underground rock formation with a
water-equalizing pit to maintain isobaric conditions [55]. Air
storage under this assumption remains isothermal and therefore
reduces to just a delay time in the operation of the plant. Figures
1(a) and 1(b) show the described HT-CAES system with and
without regeneration.
The sensible TES unit, shown in Fig. 1, is inherently a transient
component that reaches maximum temperature, Tmax, at peak
charge and minimum temperature, Tmin, culminating the discharge
process. However, the TES can be designed to deliver a constant
temperature, necessary for the optimal operation of an expander,
by bypassing a portion of the cold inlet air with the hot ﬂow
exiting the TES, as demonstrated by Fig. 1. The TES is designed
with minimum temperature, Tmin, that is equivalent to the constant
turbine inlet temperature, and higher than the compressor exhaust
temperature (Tmin = T3 in the case without regeneration in
Fig. 1(a), and Tmin = T4 with regeneration in Fig. 1(b)). The TES
is assumed to be well mixed and absent of temperature gradients
during charge and discharge. However, thermal storage efﬁciency
is considered, and its value represents the percentage of irretrievable
energy loss within a full cycle. Moreover, the analysis assumes a
calorically perfect and ideal gas, with negligible pipe pressure
drops.

3 Internally Reversible HT-CAES
We ﬁrst consider an internally reversible HT-CAES system
without regeneration in Sec. 3.1, followed by a similar analysis
with regeneration in Sec. 3.2. In addition to internal reversibility,
this section also assumes that the TES is 100% energy efﬁcient.
In Sec. 4, the TES efﬁciency along with internal irreversibilities
is analyzed. The following analysis provides a formulation of the
energy efﬁciency, exergy efﬁciency, and entropy generation as
functions of the pressure ratio—where the pressure ratio is
deﬁned as the maximum-to-minimum pressure ratio of the system
(r = P2/P1 = P3/P4 in Fig. 1(a)).
3.1 HT-CAES Without Regeneration
3.1.1 First Law Efﬁciency. The roundtrip energy storage efﬁciency of the HT-CAES system, deﬁned as the output power over
the total input power, is given by the following equation:
ηI =

Ẇ t
Ẇ C + Q̇TES

(1)
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Another CAES derivative that also eliminates combustion emissions is the advanced adiabatic type. Unlike D-CAES, where the
compression heat is wasted and natural gas combustion is used as
a heat source, in AA-CAES, the compression heat is stored and
reused as a heat source during the expansion. The simplest
AA-CAES architecture, which reuses the compression heat, is
achieved by storing the hot compressed air itself in a temperatureresilient air storage medium [32]. Alternatively, a common
method is to store the heat separately in a thermal energy storage
medium, which would require less thermally resistant air storage
methods. The performance of AA-CAES with a separate thermal
storage unit increases with storage temperature, as demonstrated
by several investigations [33–39]. However, the low exhaust temperatures of available compressors in the market limit the performance and energy density of AA-CAES systems [19,40–45].
The hybrid thermal and compressed air energy storage
(HT-CAES) system, presented in this paper, addresses the drawbacks of conventional and AA-CAES systems. Contrary to
D-CAES and similar to AA-CAES, in HT-CAES, the combustion
emissions are mitigated by using compression heat. However,
unlike AA-CAES, the need for high-temperature compressors is
eliminated by storing electrical power directly in the form of heat
through Joule heating, reaching high temperatures prior to the
expansion. Therefore, HT-CAES allows for both high energy densities and efﬁciencies. The separation of energy between thermal
and compressed air energy storage allows for lower storage pressures and volume because the additional heat increases the capacity
of the system. Consequently, increased ﬂexibility associated with
HT-CAES reduces geological restrictions. Although very few
groups have investigated an HT-CAES concept [46,47], the isobaric
storage volume condition presented here has not been examined in
the literature. In addition, the optimization objectives of such a
system have received no attention. Conversely, the optimization
of heat engines is an old subject of thermodynamics [48–50].
Various optimization objectives have been examined to investigate
the performance of standard power cycles such as Brayton, Otto,
Diesel, Atkinson, Millar, and Dual cycles [51,52]. However, such
analysis has not been employed on a hybrid thermal-compressed
air energy storage system. The most common optimization criteria
examined in the literature for power cycles are the maximum efﬁciency, maximum work output, minimum entropy generation, and
maximum ecological function [53]. According to the Gouy-Stodola
theorem, the maximum output power and minimum entropy production rate are equivalent. However, this equivalence in heat
engines was later shown to be limited to certain design conditions.
For heat engines, the maximum thermal efﬁciency and maximum
work output do not necessarily coincide. For example, in a regenerative Brayton cycle, maximum work and maximum thermal efﬁciency coincide only at regenerator effectiveness of 50% [54].
Whether the optimization objective should be performed based on
the maximum power or maximum efﬁciency depends on the application. However, in general, the operational regime should be
between the maximum efﬁciency and maximum output power
design points.
The main objective of this paper is to investigate the performance
of an isobaric HT-CAES system at the point of minimum entropy
generation—which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been
reported previously. Both the energy and exergy efﬁciencies are
examined, and the optimum design points leading to their
maxima are compared with the design point corresponding to
minimum entropy generation. The premise is to determine
whether the minimization of entropy generation may lead to
useful design recommendations. Additionally, a discussion is provided that demonstrates the criterion at which the maximum
energy efﬁciency and maximum exergy efﬁciency become coincident with the design point of minimum entropy generation.
Throughout the analysis, it is assumed that external irreversibilities
are present. The effects of both internally reversible and irreversible
processes are examined and compared. Additionally, the thermal
energy storage efﬁciency is considered as well as its effects on

(a)

Fig. 1 HT-CAES thermodynamic cycle conﬁguration (a) without and (b) with regeneration

Assuming constant speciﬁc heats for air, isentropic compressor
and turbine, and constant turbine inlet temperature T3, in
Fig. 1(a), the energy efﬁciency can be rewritten as Eq. (2):
ηI =

−α

1 − T1 /T2 1 − r
=
1 − T1 /T3 1 − rT−1

(2)

where ∝ = (γ − 1)/γ, γ is the ratio of speciﬁc heats for air, and rT is
the maximum-to-minimum temperature ratio in the cycle (rT = TT31 in
Fig. 1(a)). By examining Eq. (2) and considering a Brayton cycle
with a heat source provided by the TES, it becomes evident that
the numerator represents the Brayton cycle efﬁciency in the case
of pure thermal energy storage and no air storage. Similarly, the
denominator of Eq. (2) represents the Carnot efﬁciency. Therefore,
Eq. (2) can be written as Eq. (3):
ηBrayton
ηI =
ηCarnot

(3)

Equation (3) provides an interesting result illustrating that the
process has a perfect energy retrieval when no heat is added by
the thermal storage. In such a case, the hybrid system is a mere
advanced adiabatic design, with compression and expansion occurring along the same isentrope. As a result, the system is not bound
by the Carnot limit. Moreover, with the addition of heat through the
TES, the hybrid system efﬁciency remains higher than its associated
Brayton cycle counterpart [33].
3.1.2 Second Law Efﬁciency. The roundtrip exergy efﬁciency
of the HT-CAES system, which is deﬁned as the ratio of total
Journal of Energy Resources Technology

output to input exergy, is given by Eq. (4):

Ẇ t dt

ηII = 
Ẇ c dt + (1 − T1 /TTES )Q̇TES dt

(4)

where Q̇TES is the TES input Joule heating power. The total
energy stored in the TES is calculated through an energy balance
that results in QTES = Q̇TES tMc(Tmax − Tmin ) = Mc(Tmax − T3 ) =
ṁcp t(T3 − T2 ), where M, c, ṁ, and cp are the TES mass, TESspeciﬁc heat, air mass ﬂow rate, and speciﬁc heat of air at constant
pressure, respectively. Lastly, the instantaneous temperature of the
TES during the charge process is calculated through an energy
TES
t + Tmin , where Tmin = T3.
balance, which results in TTES = Q̇Mc
Evaluating the integrals in Eq. (4) results in Eq. (5):
ηII =

T3 − T4


Mc
Mc
Tmax
T2 − T1 +
(Tmax − T3 ) − T1
ln
ṁcP t
ṁcP t
T3

(5)

Further simpliﬁcation of Eq. (5), substituting temperature ratios
rT = TT31 and rH = TTmax
, leads to Eq. (6):
3
ηBrayton
(6)
ηII =
ln (rH )
−1
ηCarnot − rT (1 − rT−1 r α )
(rH − 1)
The equation reveals that the exergy efﬁciency of the HT-CAES
system is always higher than its energy efﬁciency given by Eq. (3),
provided that the TES increases the temperature of the discharging
air, T2 < T3. This result is consistent with heat engines, in which
their exergy efﬁciencies are generally higher than their associated
energy efﬁciencies.
MAY 2020, Vol. 142 / 052001-3
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(b)

3.1.3 Entropy Generation. The total entropy generation associated with the operation of the HT-CAES system is evaluated
through an entropy balance and is given in Eq. (7):

Sgen =


Q̇out
Q̇in
dt −
dt
Tout
Tin

(7)

The second integral in Eq. (7), associated with the TES heat
input, is calculated through a similar approach that arrived at
Eq. (5), resulting in the following expression:


Tmax
ṁcP t(T4 − T1 )
− Mcln
Sgen =
T1
T3

(8)

Sgen
ln (rH )
= (rT r −α − 1) + (rT−1 r α − 1)
rH − 1
ṁcP t

(9)

Finally, plotting the energy efﬁciency, exergy efﬁciency, and
normalized entropy generation given by Eqs. (3), (6), and (9),
respectively, results in Fig. 2.
In the case of an internally reversible HT-CAES system without
regeneration, all performance indices monotonically improve by
increasing the operating pressure, as shown by Fig. 2. Therefore,
in this speciﬁc case, an increase in the energy and exergy efﬁciency
does, in fact, correlate with a decrease in the entropy generation. It is
also imperative to note that in an HT-CAES system, the output
power increases with the pressure ratio as the turbine and compressor are decoupled, in contrast to a Brayton cycle. Therefore, a
decrease in the entropy generation also correlates with an increase
in the output power. In Sec. 4, it will be shown that this is not necessarily the case in the presence of internal irreversibilities, and a
discussion explaining the reason for the phenomenon is provided
in Sec. 5.
3.2 HT-CAES With Regeneration. Undertaking a similar
procedure, we arrive at the energy efﬁciency, exergy efﬁciency,
and entropy generation for the case of an internally reversible
HT-CAES system with regeneration (Fig. 1(b)). Similarly, the

3.2.1 First Law Efﬁciency. The energy efﬁciency, as deﬁned in
Eq. (1) and assuming constant speciﬁc heat, leads to Eq. (10):
ηI =

T4 − T5
T2 − T1 + T4 − T3

(10)

Rearranging Eq. (10) and relating temperature ratios to pressure
ratios through isentropic relations leads to Eq. (11):
ηI =

1
2 − ηBrayton,R

(11)

where ηBrayton,R is the energy efﬁciency of the corresponding regenerative Brayton cycle (Eq. 12) in the case of pure TES and no air
storage. Equation (11) is analogous to Eq. (3); however, it includes
regeneration:
ηBrayton,R = 1 − rT−1 r α

(12)

The temperature ratios rT = and rH =
are deﬁned as the
maximum-to-minimum temperature ratios that the air and TES
experience during the regenerative cycle. Equation (11) illustrates
that the ﬁrst law efﬁciency of a regenerative HT-CAES system is
always higher than its Brayton cycle counterpart, as was the case
in the non-regenerative system shown by Eq. (3) [33].
T4
T1

Tmax
T4

3.2.2 Second Law Efﬁciency. The second law efﬁciency of
the HT-CAES system with regeneration (Fig. 1(b)) is obtained
through a similar procedure that arrived at the exergy efﬁciency
without regeneration given by Eq. (6). The result is given by
Eq. (13):
ηII =

ηI
ln (rH )
1 − ηI
rT (rH − 1)

(13)

where ηI is the ﬁrst law efﬁciency given by Eq. (11). Through an
energy balance, the following relation given by Eq. (14) was used
to relate the mass and speciﬁc heats of the air and TES with their
temperature differences:
Mc
T4 − T3
(1 − r −α )
=
=
ṁcP t Tmax − T4
rH − 1

(14)

Again, notice that the second law efﬁciency of the HT-CAES
system, given by Eq. (13), is always higher than its ﬁrst law
efﬁciency. The gap between energy and exergy efﬁciency
increases with increasing energy efﬁciency and decreasing temperature ratios (rT and rH). This means that it is more exergetically
effective to reduce the TES and air-temperature changes throughout the cycle as a result of the associated decrease in mixing
irreversibilities.
3.2.3 Entropy Generation. The normalized entropy generation
associated with the regenerative HT-CAES system, Fig. 1(b), is
evaluated through an entropy balance given by Eq. (7). Undertaking
a similar procedure that arrived at Eq. (9) results in Eq. (15):
Sgen
ln (rH )
= (r α − 1) + (r −α − 1)
rH − 1
ṁcP t

Fig. 2 Energy efﬁciency, exergy efﬁciency, and normalized
entropy generation of the internally reversible HT-CAES system
without regeneration as a function of the pressure ratio, r,
assuming a 100% energy-efﬁcient TES

052001-4 / Vol. 142, MAY 2020

(15)

Finally, plotting the energy efﬁciency, exergy efﬁciency, and the
normalized entropy generation given by Eqs. (11), (13), and (15)
results in Fig. 3.
In the case of an internally reversible HT-CAES system with
regeneration, the optimum operating pressure occurs at unity, as
measured by the maximum energy and exergy efﬁciencies along
with the coincident minimum entropy generation. However, at a
pressure ratio of unity, the power output is zero. Therefore, to
Transactions of the ASME
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Normalizing the entropy generation with the total stored air mass
times its speciﬁc heat, ṁcP t, and relating temperature ratios to pressure ratios through isentropic relations, results in Eq. (9):

pressure ratio is varied, and the performance indices are examined
and compared to determine whether the minimization of entropy
production correlates with energy and exergy losses.

Using temperatures (16) through (19) results in Eq. (21):
ηI =

(ηH + ηR − 1) rT−1 (r α

ηT ηH ηC (1 − r −α )
− 1) + ηC ηR ηT (1 − r −α ) + ηCarnot ηC (1 − ηR )
(21)

where ηCarnot is the Carnot efﬁciency of the corresponding the
Brayton cycle, analogous to the HT-CAES cycle of Fig. 1(b), and
provided by Eq. (22):
ηCarnot = 1 −

T1
= 1 − rT−1
T4

(22)


rT ηC (1 − ηR )ηCarnot
ropt (ηI,max ) = 1 +
(ηR + ηH − 1)


Fig. 3 Energy efﬁciency, exergy efﬁciency, and normalized
entropy generation of the internally reversible HT-CAES system
with regeneration as a function of the pressure ratio, r, assuming
100% energy-efﬁcient TES

achieve ﬁnite time processes, and for the system to become operational, entropy must be generated. This contradicts the
Gouy-Stodola theorem of heat engines, which demonstrates that
maximum output power correlates with minimum entropy generation. In Sec. 4, internal irreversibilities and TES efﬁciencies are considered to determine whether minimization of entropy generation
may lead to conclusive design guidelines in a real system.

4.2 Second Law Efﬁciency. Starting with Eq. (4) and undertaking a similar procedure that arrived at Eqs. (6) and (13) results
in Eq. (24):

4 Internally Irreversible HT-CAES With
Regeneration



1
T2 = T1 1 + (r α − 1)
ηc

(16)

T5 = T4 (1 − ηT (1 − r −α ))

(17)

T3 = T2 + (T5 − T2 )ηR

(18)

T6 = T5 + T2 − T3

(19)

where ηc, ηT, and ηR are the compressor, turbine, and regenerator
efﬁciencies, respectively.

4.1 First Law Efﬁciency. Starting with Eq. (1) and undertaking a similar procedure that arrived at Eqs. (3) and (11) results in
Eq. (20), where ηH is the TES efﬁciency:
ηI =

T4 − T5
T2 − T1 + (T4 − T3 )/ηH

Journal of Energy Resources Technology

(20)

(23)

Interestingly, the optimum pressure ratio that leads to maximum
energy efﬁciency is independent of the turbine isentropic efﬁciency. In addition, when the regenerator effectiveness is unity,
the optimum pressure ratio is also unity, coinciding with that of
Fig. 3.

ηII =

We now consider the regenerative HT-CAES system (Fig. 1(b))
with the presence of internal irreversibilities and TES inefﬁciency.
The analysis is similar to the procedures involved in the reversible
case, Sec. 3.2. However, the temperatures T2, T5, T3, and T6 need to
be determined as functions of other operating parameters. Using
isentropic component efﬁciencies, regenerator effectiveness, and
an energy balance of the regenerator results in the following temperatures corresponding to Fig. 1(b):

1
α

T4 − T5


Mc
Mc
Tmax
T2 − T1 +
(Tmax − T4 ) − T1
ln
ṁcp t
ṁcp t
T4

(24)

where the mass and speciﬁc heats of the air and TES medium are
related by Eq. (25):
Mc
T4 − T3
=
ṁcP t ηH (Tmax − T4 )

(25)

Substituting Eqs. (16) through (19) and Eq. (25) into Eq. (24) and
simplifying results in Eq. (26)
ηII =

(r α − 1)rT−1 (ηH

ηT ηH ηC (1 − r −α )
− A + AηR ) + AηT ηC ηR (1 − r−α ) + ηCarnot AηC (1 − ηR )
(26)

where
A=1−

ln (rH )
rT (rH − 1)

(27)

We can ﬁnd an optimum compression ratio that would result in the
maximum exergy efﬁciency by applying (∂ηII/∂r) = 0, whose solution
results in Eq. (28):
ropt (ηII,max )
 
ηC (1 − ηR )ηCarnot [rT (rH − 1) − ln (rH )]
= 1+
(rH − 1)(ηR + ηH − 1) + (1 − ηR )rT−1 ln (rH )

1
α

(28)

Similar to the optimum pressure ratio leading to maximum energy
efﬁciency, Eq. (23), the optimum pressure ratio that leads to the
maximum exergy efﬁciency is independent of the turbine isentropic
efﬁciency. In addition, when the regenerator effectiveness is unity,
the optimum pressure ratio is also unity, coinciding with that of Fig. 3.
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We can ﬁnd an optimum compression ratio that would result in a
maximum energy efﬁciency by applying (∂ηI/∂r) = 0, whose solution results in Eq. (23):

4.3 Entropy Generation. Starting with Eq. (7) and undertaking a similar procedure that arrived at Eqs. (9) and (15)—
however, with an additional heat-loss term associated with the
TES efﬁciency—results in Eq. (29):




Sgen
T6
T4 − T3
Tmax
−1 −
=
ln
T1
ηH (Tmax − T4 )
T4
ṁcp t
(29)
2(T4 − T3 )(1 − ηH )/ηH
+
Tmax (1 + ηH ) + T4 (1 − ηH )

Fig. 4 Energy efﬁciency, exergy efﬁciency, and normalized
entropy generation of the regenerative HT-CAES cycle corresponding to Fig. 1(b), with ηR = 0.6, ηc = ηT = ηH = 0.9, rT = 3.33,
and rH = 1.5

Fig. 5 The optimum pressure ratios corresponding to maximum
energy efﬁciency, maximum exergy efﬁciency, and minimum
normalized entropy generation of the regenerative HT-CAES
cycle, corresponding to Fig. 1(b), as the regenerator effectiveness is varied, with ηc = ηT = ηH = 0.9, rT = 3.33, and rH = 1.5

Using the temperatures in Eqs. (16) through (19) and ﬁnding an
optimum compression ratio that would result in the minimum
entropy generation by applying (∂Sgen/∂r) = 0 results in Equation
(30):


η η η (1 − ηR )rT + ηC ηT ηR B 1/2α
ropt (Sgen,min ) = T H C
(30)
ηR ηH + rT−1 (1 − ηR )B
where
B=

ln (rH )
2
−
rH − 1 rH ((1 + ηH )/(1 − ηH )) + 1

052001-6 / Vol. 142, MAY 2020

(31)
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Typical trends of the energy efﬁciency, exergy efﬁciency, and
normalized entropy generation as functions of the pressure ratio,
given by Eqs. (21), (26), and (29), are illustrated in Fig. 4.
The results provided in Fig. 4 represent the case with the following efﬁciencies: ηR = 0.6, ηc = ηT = ηH = 0.9, rT = 3.33, and rH = 1.5.
In contrast to a Brayton cycle, the compressor is decoupled from the
turbine in the HT-CAES system and the turbine power is entirely
available for useful work. Therefore, the power output increases
monotonically with the increasing pressure ratio. Consequently,
Fig. 4 offers a design region in terms of the pressure ratio: the pressure ratio of a real HT-CAES system should be larger than r(ηI,max).
The rationale is that the system efﬁciency should only be compromised for higher output power, depending on the speciﬁc applications of use and their priorities, e.g., cost, size, or performance.
Figure 4 reveals that the operational regime at minimum entropy
generation is different from that at maximum exergy efﬁciency,
maximum energy efﬁciency, and maximum work output. This indicates that a real HT-CAES system design based on a minimum
entropy generation criterion would, in general, not operate at
maximum work output, maximum energy efﬁciency, or maximum
exergy efﬁciency. It will be further shown in a forthcoming

discussion that under certain conditions, the regime of minimum
entropy generation becomes equivalent to the regime of
maximum energy and exergy efﬁciency.
The optimum pressure ratios corresponding to the maximum
energy efﬁciency, maximum exergy efﬁciency, and minimum
entropy generation, given by Eqs. (23), (28), and (30), are plotted
as a function of the regenerator effectiveness in Fig. 5.
The results shown in Fig. 5 are plotted assuming ηc = ηT = ηH =
0.9, rT = 3.33, and rH = 1.5. Figure 5 reveals that the design
regime corresponding to minimum entropy generation occurs at a
lower-pressure ratio than that which corresponds to maximum
energy efﬁciency and maximum exergy efﬁciency—more speciﬁcally, r(Sgen,min) < r(ηII,max) < r(ηI,max). In addition, as the regenerator effectiveness decreases, the optimum pressure ratios
corresponding to all performance indices increase, and their differences also increase. As evident by Eqs. (23) and (28) and their plots
in Fig. 5, the optimum pressure ratio leading to maximum energy
and exergy efﬁciencies, at regenerator effectiveness of unity, is
unity. Moreover, the optimum pressure ratio corresponding to
minimum entropy generation, at ηR = 1 and as given by Eq. (30),
leads to a calculated value of 0.49, which is a nonoperational
value. However, restricting the pressure ratios to values above
unity results in an optimum of unity. Therefore, at a regenerator
effectiveness of unity, all optimum design conditions converge,
which is in agreement with the reversible case, as given by
Fig. 3. In contrast, a regenerator effectiveness of 0.5 leads to a convergence in the optimum pressure ratios, leading to maximum
output power, maximum energy efﬁciency, and minimum entropy
generation in a Brayton cycle [54].
A plot of the optimum pressure ratios as a function of the temperature ratio, rT, is given in Fig. 6 for ηR = ηc = ηT = ηH = 0.9 and rH =
1.5. Figure 6 further demonstrates that optimum design criteria do
not necessarily coincide. More speciﬁcally, as in the case with
varying regenerator effectiveness, the following holds: r(Sgen,min)
< r(ηII,max) < r(ηI,max).
The effect of TES efﬁciency on the optimum pressure ratio
design is illustrated by Fig. 7, assuming ηR = ηc = ηT = 0.9, rH =
1.5, and rT = 3.33 for all performance indices, given by Eqs. (23),
(28), and (30). The optimum pressure ratio, for all indices, increases
with decreasing thermal storage efﬁciency. Additionally, Fig. 6
reveals that the optimum pressure is again observed in the same
order, r(Sgen,min) < r(ηII,max) < r(ηI,max), as that in Figs. 5 and 6.
Figure 7 illustrates that the optimum pressure ratio values corresponding to the minimum entropy generation at TES efﬁciencies

Fig. 8 The optimum pressure ratios corresponding to maximum
energy efﬁciency, maximum exergy efﬁciency, and minimum
normalized entropy generation of the regenerative HT-CAES
cycle, corresponding to Fig. 1(b), as the compressor isentropic
efﬁciency is varied, with ηR = ηH = ηT = 0.9, rH = 1.5, and rT = 3.33

5 Discussion
greater than 50% are below unity, which is nonoperational. Therefore, restricting Eq. (30) to operational values results in optimum
pressure values of unity for TES efﬁciencies greater than 50%.
Lastly, the compressor isentropic efﬁciency is varied, and its
effects on the optimal pressure ratios are investigated, as shown
in Fig. 8, assuming ηR = ηH = ηT, rH = 1.5, and rT = 3.33. The
trends exhibited by the optimal pressure ratios as the compressor
isentropic efﬁciency is decreased in Fig. 8 are quite the opposite
as those observed when the TES efﬁciency is decreased (Fig. 7).
Nonetheless, the optimal pressure ratio ranking remains consistent,
namely, r(Sgen,min) < r(ηII,max) < r(ηI,max). Equation (30) is again
unbiased to the pressure ratio range. Therefore, although the
optimum pressure ratio values corresponding to the minimum
entropy generation are below unity, at compressor isentropic efﬁciencies less than 0.95, this indicates that the actual optimum and
realistic value, although nonoperational, is in fact unity.

Fig. 7 The optimum pressure ratios corresponding to maximum
energy efﬁciency, maximum exergy efﬁciency, and minimum
normalized entropy generation of the regenerative HT-CAES
cycle, corresponding to Fig. 1(b), as the TES efﬁciency is
varied, with ηR = ηc = ηT = 0.9, rH = 1.5, and rT = 3.33
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The results of this work illustrate that it is inaccurate to generally
interpret the generation of entropy as a measure of the energy and
exergy losses in an HT-CAES system. The reason, as was demonstrated, is that the minimization of entropy generation generally
does not correlate with the maximization of energy efﬁciency,
exergy efﬁciency, or output power. As in the case of heat
engines, it seems that the physical meaning of entropy generation
is best described as “a measure of the dispersal of energy, or the tendency of energy to spread out in space” [28]. Therefore, the application of the second law of thermodynamics for the design of hybrid
thermal and compressed air energy storage systems may not necessarily provide optimal energy utilization designs.
However, it is important to note that in certain conditions, the
minimization of entropy generation may correlate with the maximization of energy efﬁciency, exergy efﬁciency, and power
output. This was demonstrated in the case of an internally reversible and non-regenerative HT-CAES system, as shown in Fig. 2.
In the case of an internally reversible and regenerative HT-CAES
system, the maximum energy and exergy efﬁciency did correlate
with the minimum entropy generation; however, they did not correlate with the maximum output power (Fig. 3). In practical
applications, it is almost unavoidable to neglect internal irreversibilities, and the additional energy retrieval beneﬁts provided
by a regenerator far outweigh its costs. Therefore, representative
results are better provided by the regenerative HT-CAES cycle
with internal irreversibilities. In this case, minimum entropy generation coincides with maximum energy and exergy efﬁciencies and
not with the maximum power when the regeneration is 100% effective. This is in contrast to heat engines, where optimum design conditions become coincident at a regenerator effectiveness of 50% [28].
It was also observed that the optimum pressure ratio corresponding
to the minimum entropy generation generally occurs at lower values
than those corresponding to maximum exergy and energy efﬁciencies. Furthermore, the following optimal pressure ratio order
was consistently determined throughout the analysis: r(Sgen,min) <
r(ηII,max) < r(ηI,max).
Further useful insights into the criteria necessary for coincident
optimal design conditions can be obtained by combining the ﬁrst
and second laws of thermodynamics. Through the ﬁrst law, the
turbine output energy is given by Eq. (32):
WT = WC + Qin − Qout

(32)
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Fig. 6 The optimum pressure ratios corresponding to maximum
energy efﬁciency, maximum exergy efﬁciency, and minimum
normalized entropy generation of the regenerative HT-CAES
cycle, corresponding to Fig. 1(b), as the turbine inlet to the
ambient temperature ratio is varied, with ηR = ηc = ηT = ηH = 0.9
and rH = 1.5

Eliminating Qout from Eqs. (7) and (32) and dividing by the total
input energy Einput results in Eq. (33):
ηI = 1 −

T1
[Mcln(rh ) + Sgen ]
Einput

(33)

Similarly, eliminating Qout from Eqs. (7) and (32) and dividing
by the total input exergy, Einput , results in Eq. (34):
ηII = 1 −

T1
Sgen
Einput

(34)

6 Conclusion
A hybrid thermal and compressed air energy storage system is
designed with an optimization objective of minimizing entropy generation. Internally reversible and irreversible assumptions were
investigated, in addition to regenerative and non-regenerative
designs. It is shown that a hybrid compressed air energy storage
system designed based on this criterion may operate at an energy
and exergy efﬁciency that is lower than the maximum possible
achievable. The main conclusion is that the minimization of
entropy generation does not necessarily correlate with the minimization of energy losses in a hybrid compressed air energy storage
system. Only under certain circumstances does the minimum
entropy generation coincide with maximum energy and exergy efﬁciencies. Moreover, the optimum operating pressure conditions
based on maximum energy efﬁciency, maximum exergy efﬁciency,
and minimum entropy generation are ordered in the following
manner: r(Sgen,min) < r(ηII,max) < r(ηI,max).
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Nomenclature
c
r
t
M
P
R
T

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

TES-speciﬁc Heat
pressure ratio
total charge or discharge time
TES mass
pressure
ideal gas constant of air
temperature
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Einput
Qin
Qout
QTES
Sgen
Wc
Wt
Einput
γ

ηBrayton
ηBrayton,R
ηCarnot
ηc
ηH
ηR
ηT
ηI
ηII

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

mass ﬂow rate
compressor input power
turbine output power
speciﬁc heat of air at constant pressure
speciﬁc heat of air at constant volume
maximum TES temperature ratio
optimum pressure ratio
maximum cycle temperature ratio
input energy
input heat
output heat
TES energy input
entropy generation
compression energy
turbine energy output
input exergy
ratio of speciﬁc heat for air
Brayton cycle efﬁciency
regenerative Brayton cycle efﬁciency
Carnot efﬁciency
compressor isentropic efﬁciency
TES efﬁciency
regenerator effectiveness
turbine isentropic efﬁciency
HT-CAES roundtrip energy efﬁciency (ﬁrst law
efﬁciency)
= HT-CAES roundtrip exergy efﬁciency (second law
efﬁciency)
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